COO Coach™
COO Forum Coaching Program

We help put the SUPER
in Superpowers!

Today's operations executives
might not wear capes..
... maybe they should!
Operations Executives play a vital role in
organizations of all shapes and sizes. Often
times however, leaders do not take the time to
explore and unlock their untapped potential.

Today's challenges...

Schedule a Free
Coach Chemistry Meeting!
Benefits of having a
COO Coach™

Fast evolving work environments
Time pressure for quicker decision making
Aligning company culture
Communicating across multiple platforms
And more!
We created a coaching program designed
for operations executives.

Maximize Potential: Unlock your untapped
sources of imagination, productivity, and
leadership for maximum effect.
Increase Clarity: Gain new personal insights
that increase clarity of purpose and drive.
Improve Communication: Identify new
communication strategies.

For the past 18-years, we've had 1000s of deep
conversations with executives. Through our
network of peer-based forums, we've gained
the understanding and expertise to develop a
program specifically designed to address
today's challenges.

We offer Flexible
Packages!
.

Better Decision Making: Learn how to leverage
your strengths for driving more effective
decisions.
Goal Achievement: Apply and achieve more.

Did you know... according to a Harvard

Business Review study, over 50% of executives
report they have no one to turn to for support?

How our program works:
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COO Coach™
We partner with our Operations Executives
in a thought-provoking and creative process
to work through a four-part process:

Discover
Together, we identify areas of need through
a process of deep discovery and
exploration.

Unlock
Next, we build action plans together that
provide the Executive with a clear path
forward that will maximize outcomes.

1:1 Coaching
You get to choose of one our ICF Certified
Coaches who are also experienced COO Forum®
Directors. Coaching sessions are conducted
confidentially via a virtual call with in-person
options.

Daily Coaching Tips
It's become a fact of life that we're becoming
more inundated with information at all times,
yet it doesn't have to be this way. You'll receive
powerful, easy to consume insights that
supplement your 1:1 coaching sessions.

Build
We look for opportunities within these
areas to unlock untapped potential to build
new skills or expand existing ones.

Apply
Lastly, the Executive applies what they learn
in a process that joins observation and
feedback for a powerful combination that
builds accountability towards results.

Unleash your
Superpowers today!
For more information,
visit us at:
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